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QUESTION 1
Which of the following shell redirections will write standard output and standard error output to a file named filename?
A. 2>and1 >filename
B. >filename 2>and1
C. 1>and2>filename
D. >>filename
E. 1and2>filename
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 2
When removing a package, which of the following dpkg options will completely remove the files including configuration
files?
A. --clean
B. --delete
C. --purge
D. remove
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 3
Which of the following commands changes the ownership of file.txt to the user dan and the group staff?
A. chown dan/staff file.txt
B. chown dan:staff file.txt
C. chown -u dan -g staff file.txt
D. chown dan -g staff file.txt
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 4
Which shell command is used to continue background execution of a suspended command?

A.and
B. bg
C. cont
D. exec
E. :and
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 5
In the vi editor, which of the following commands will copy the current line into the vi buffer?
A. c
B. cc
C. 1c
D. yy
E. 1y
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 6
Instead of supplying an explicit device in /etc/fstab for mounting, what other options may be used to identify the intended
partition? (Choose TWO correct answers.)
A. FIND
B. ID
C. LABEL
D. NAME
E. UUID
Correct Answer: CE

QUESTION 7
Which of the following statements is correct regarding the command foo 1> bar?
A. The stdout from the command foo is appended to the file bar.

B. The stdout from the command foo overwrites the file bar.
C. The command foo receives its stdin from the file bar.
D. The command foo receives its stdin from the stdout of the command bar.
E. The stderr from the command foo is saved to the file bar.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
What is the purpose of the Bash built-in export command?
A. It allows disks to be mounted remotely.
B. It runs a command as a process in a subshell.
C. It makes the command history available to subshells.
D. It sets up environment variables for applications.
E. It shares NFS partitions for use by other systems on the network.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 9
Which of the following sequences in the vi editor saves the opened document and exits the editor? (Choose TWO
correct answers.)
A. esc ZZ
B. ctrl :w!
C. esc zz
D. esc :wq!
E. ctrl XX
Correct Answer: AD

QUESTION 10
Which of the following commands is used to change options and positional parameters for a running Bash?
A. history
B. set

C. bashconf
D. setsh
E. envsetup
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 11
Which of the following commands creates an ext3 filesystem on /dev/sdb1? (Choose TWO correct answers.)
A. /sbin/mke2fs -j /dev/sdb1
B. /sbin/mkfs -t ext3 /dev/sdb1
C. /sbin/mkfs -c ext3 /dev/sdb1
D. /sbin/mke3fs -j /dev/sdb1
Correct Answer: AB

QUESTION 12
In a nested directory structure, which find command line option would be used to restrict the command to searching
down a particular number of subdirectories?
A. -dirmax
B. -maxdepth
C. -maxlevels
D. -n
E. -s
Correct Answer: B
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